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Abstract
We define pure radiation metrics with parallel rays to be n-dimensional pseudo-
Riemannian metrics that admit a parallel null line bundle K and whose Ricci
tensor vanishes on vectors that are orthogonal to K. We give necessary
conditions in terms of the Weyl, Cotton and Bach tensors for a pseudo-
Riemannian metric to be conformal to a pure radiation metric with parallel rays.
Then, we derive conditions in terms of the tractor calculus that are equivalent
to the existence of a pure radiation metric with parallel rays in a conformal
class. We also give analogous results for n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian
pp-waves.

PACS numbers: 02.40.Ky, 04.20.!q, 04.20.Jb

1. Introduction

In general relativity, i.e. on a four-dimensional Lorentzian manifold identified as spacetime,
an energy–momentum tensor Tab satisfying the conditions

Tab = !2KaKb with a null vector KaKa (1)

is called an energy–momentum tensor of pure radiation or of null dust (see [15] for an
overview). Ignoring the sign in (1), this is equivalent to the existence of a null vector Ka such
that

TabXa = 0 for all Xa with KaXa = 0.

In the case of a zero cosmological constant, this equation, via the Einstein field equations

Rab ! 1
2 Rgab = Tab

becomes

RabXa = 0 for all Xa with KaXa = 0. (2)

Here by Rab we denote the Ricci tensor of the metric.
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Another condition that appears in general relativity is the existence of a null vector Ka

that spans a parallel ray, i.e.

"aKb = faKb. (3)

Such metrics belong to the so-called Kundt’s class and have special Lorentzian holonomy.
If in addition "[a fb] # 0, the vector Ka can be rescaled to a parallel null vector. A particularly
interesting class of metric in Kundt’s class are those for which we have a parallel null vector
and the energy–momentum tensor is of pure radiation. Such metrics are called pp-waves in
general relativity.

In mathematics, pp-waves and their generalizations first appeared in the context of
conformal geometry. In [4], Brinkmann studied the problem when an Einstein metric can
be conformally rescaled to another Einstein metric that is not homothetic to the original one.
In the case when the gradient of the scaling function is a null vector, pp-waves and their
analogues in neutral signature are the only solutions to this problem. Later on, this class of
manifolds was generalized by Walker in [16, 17], who studied pseudo-Riemannian manifolds
admitting a vector distribution that is totally null and invariant under parallel transport, for
short, a parallel null distribution. He proved the existence of canonical coordinates that are
adapted to the filtration of the tangent bundle given by the null distribution and the orthogonal
distribution. Manifolds with parallel null distributions are now called Walker manifolds or,
more specifically, if the null distribution has rank k, they are called k-Walker manifolds.
In recent years, they were subject to active research with interesting relations to Hermitian
geometry and the spectral theory for the curvature operator (see, for example, [8] or [7] and
[5] for an overview of recent results).

In this paper, we study generalizations to arbitrary dimension and signature of pure
radiation metrics with null parallel rays, which can be considered as 1-Walker manifolds with
an aligned pure radiation Ricci tensor. We will focus on their conformal properties. First, let
us define the class of metrics we are interested in.

Definition 1. Let g be a pseudo-Riemannian metric on an n-dimensional manifold.

(i) The metric g is a pure radiation metric if there is a null vector field Ka such that

Rab = !KaKb,

with a function ! and Rab being the Ricci tensor of the metric.
(ii) The metric g has parallel rays if there is a null vector field Ka such that Ka spans a

parallel null line bundle, i.e.

"aKb = faKb.

(iii) If g satisfies both conditions (i) and (ii) for the same vector Ka, it is called a pure radiation
metric with parallel rays or aligned pure radiation metric.

The property of a metric to be a pure radiation metric is equivalent to

RabXa = 0 for all Xa with KaXa = 0. (4)

Hence, pure radiation metrics have a vanishing scalar curvature. This implies that the curvature
Rabcd and the Weyl tensor Cabcd of a pure radiation metric satisfy

RabcdXaY b = CabcdXaY b (5)

for all Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka. Note that, if a pure radiation metric is Einstein, it is already
Ricci flat. Note also that the Ricci tensor satisfies property (4) if and only if the Schouten
satisfies property (4).
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For a metric with parallel rays spanned by the vector field Ka, i.e. with

"aKb = faKb, (6)

the vector Ka can be rescaled to a parallel vector field if and only if

"[a fb] = 0.

Furthermore, in [14], it was noted that for a metric with parallel rays defined as in (ii) of
definition 1, locally we always find a null vector Ka spanning the rays, such that

"aKb = "KaKb,

with a function " .
The aim of the paper is to give a characterization of pseudo-Riemannian metrics that are

locally conformally equivalent to an aligned pure radiation metric. Our approach is similar to
the one in [9], where a similar question was studied for metrics being conformally equivalent
to Einstein metrics. In the first part of the paper, we will derive tensorial obstructions in terms
of the Weyl, Cotton and Bach tensors for a pseudo-Riemannian metric to be conformal, i.e.
locally conformally equivalent, to a pure radiation metric with parallel rays (theorem 1). Then,
as a special class of such metrics, in corollary 1 we obtain obstructions for conformal pp-waves
in arbitrary signature. In the main part of the paper, we apply the normal conformal tractor
calculus of [2], which is a powerful method to construct conformal invariants and to detect
Einstein metrics in a conformal class. We will use it in order to derive equivalent conditions
for a conformal class to contain a pure radiation metric with parallel rays. In theorem 2 we
prove: A conformal class contains a pure radiation metric with parallel rays if and only if
the tractor bundle contains a sub-bundle of totally null 2-planes that is parallel with respect
to the normal conformal tractor connection. As a corollary, we obtain a characterization of
conformal pp-waves in terms of the tractor connection.

2. Tensorial obstructions

In this section, we derive tensorial obstructions for a metric to be conformal to an aligned
pure radiation metric. Our conventions are as in [9] with the basic tensors derived from
the pseudo-Riemannian metric gab defined as follows: the curvature tensor R c

ab d defined by
("a"b ! "b"a)Xc = R c

ab dXd and its trace, the Ricci tensor, defined by Rab := R c
cb d and the

scalar curvature, defined by R := R a
a . Fundamental tensors in conformal geometry are the

Schouten tensor

Pab := 1
n ! 2

!
Rab ! R

2(n ! 1)
gab

"
,

the Weyl tensor

Cabcd := Rabcd ! 2(gc[aPb]d + gd[bPa]c),

as well as the Cotton and the Bach tensors

Aabc := 2"[bPc]a

Bab := "cAacb + PdcCdacb.

The Cotton tensor has a cyclic symmetry and satisfies

(n ! 3)Aabc = "dCdabc

"aAabc = 0.

Now we derive properties of these tensors when the metric is an aligned pure radiation metric.
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Proposition 1. Let g be a pure radiation metric with parallel rays spanned by Ka. Then, the
Weyl tensor C, the Cotton tensor A and the Bach tensor B of g satisfy

CabcdKaXb = 0 (7)

AabcXa = 0 (8)

BabXa = 0 (9)

for all Xa orthogonal to Kb, i.e. with XaKa = 0.

Proof. Pure radiation implies R = 0 and we get for the Schouten tensor P that

Pab = !KaKb (10)

for a function !. For Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka, equation (10) gives

CabcdXcY d = RabcdXcY d ! 2!(gc[aKb]Kd + gd[bKa]Kc)XcY d = RabcdXcY d .

Equation (6) gives

RabcdKd = "[a fb]Kc

which implies RabcdXcKd = 0 for all Xa orthogonal to Ka. Hence, CabcdXcKd = 0.
Equation (8) follows immediately from the definition of Aabc, from RabXb = PabXb = 0

and the fact that K$ is parallel, i.e. "aXbKb = 0.
Finally, we prove (9). By the definition of the Bach tensor and from equations (8), (7) and

(10), we get

BabXa = "cAacbXa + PcdCacbdXa = !CacbdXaKcKd = 0

for all Xb orthogonal to Kb. By the symmetry of B, this proves (9). !
Now we will use this proposition in order to derive obstructions for a metric to be conformal

to an aligned pure radiation metric. Under a conformal change of the metric, ĝab = e2#gab,
the Lévi-Cività connection changes as

"̂aXb = "aXb ! #aXb ! #bXa + gab#
dXd, (11)

with #a = "a# . The Schouten tensor transforms as

P̂ab = Pab ! "a#b + #a#b ! 1
2#c#

cgab. (12)

Using this, we can show

Theorem 1. Let gab be a metric that is conformal to a pure radiation metric with parallel rays
Ka. Then, the Weyl tensor of gab satisfies

CabcdKcXd = 0 for all Xd orthogonal to Ka, i.e. with KdXd = 0. (13)

Furthermore, there is a gradient field #a such that
#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
Xa = 0 (14)

(Bab ! (n ! 4)Cacbd#
c#d )XaY b = 0 (15)

for all Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka.

Remark 1. In four dimensions and Lorentzian signature, condition (13) means that W is of
Petrov type III or N.
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Proof. Let ĝ = e2#g be a pure radiation metric with parallel rays spanned by Ka and with
R̂abXb = 0 for all Xa orthogonal to Ka. Then, equations (13) and (14) follow immediately
from the proposition by the conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor and the conformal
transformation formula for the Cotton tensor:

Âabc = Aabc + C d
cba #d .

In order to prove equation (15), we take the divergence of (14). Using the definition of the
Bach tensor, the well-known identity for the divergence of the Weyl tensor

"bCcbad = (n ! 3)Acad, (16)

and the transformation formula (12) in order to eliminate the "c#d-terms, we get

0 =
#
"bAabc + "b

#
C d

cba #d
$$

Xa +
#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
"bXa

= (Bac ! (n ! 3)Aacd#
d + Ccbad(#b#d ! P̂bd ))Xa +

#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
"bXa.

(17)

By equations (10) and (13), we get

CacbdP̂cdXb = !CacbdKcKdXb = 0.

Since only "̂bXa is orthogonal to Ka but not necessarily "bXa, we compute using (11)
#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
"bXa =

#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
#aXb

= !(Abca + Acab)#
aXb

=
#
C d

acb #d ! Acab
$
#aXb

= !
#
C d

bac #d + Acab
$
#aXb

since both the Cotton and the Weyl tensor are trace free and satisfy the Bianchi identity. Hence,
when contracting equation (18) with Y c, we get on one hand

#
Aabc + C d

cba #d
$
("bXa)Y c = 0,

and on the other hand, by (14),

Aacd#
dXaY c = !Cdcab#

d#bXaY c = Ccdab#
b#dXaY c

for Xb and Y a orthogonal to Ka. This yields equation (15). !

Finally, we return to metrics with parallel rays. From the transformation formula (11), it is
obvious that the property of admitting parallel rays is not invariant under a general conformal
change of the metric. The following proposition shows that parallel rays cannot be improved
to a parallel vector field under a conformal change.

Proposition 2. Let g be a pseudo-Riemannian metric with parallel rays spanned by Ka which
cannot be rescaled to a parallel vector. Then, there is no metric in the conformal class of g for
which Ka can be rescaled to a parallel vector field.

Proof. This statement follows from (11): assume that Ka spans a parallel ray, i.e. "aKa = faKa

for Ka = gabKb, such that it cannot be rescaled to a parallel vector field. This means that
"[a fb] %= 0. For a conformally changed metric ĝab = e2#gab the metric dual of Ka with respect
to ĝ is K̂a = e2#Ka. Then, that the rescaled one-form $K̂a, where $ is a function $ without
zeros, is parallel reads as

0 = e2# ("a$Kb + 2$#a + $"̂aKb)

= e2# ("a$ + $#a + $ fa)Kb + e2#$(gab#
dKd ! #bKa).
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Contracting this with arbitrary Xa and Y b from K$ shows that #dKd = 0. Then, contracting
only with Xb gives #bXb = 0 which shows that #b = "Kb, and therefore #bKa = #aKb.
Hence, the above equation gives

0 = "a$ + $ fa = $("a log $ + fa)

which contradicts "[a fb] %= 0. !

3. pp-waves as aligned pure radiation metrics

Now we will derive similar conditions for a more special class of aligned pure radiation
metrics that can be considered as pp-waves in arbitrary signature. For a given null vector Ka,
not necessarily parallel, we will consider the fundamental property of the curvature tensor R,

RabcdXaY b = 0 for all Xa and Yb orthogonal to Ka. (18)

Then, in analogy with the Lorentzian case, we define

Definition 2. An n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian metric is a pp-wave if it admits a parallel
null vector field for which property (18) is satisfied.

These metrics have a highly degenerate curvature tensor and hence a very special restricted
holonomy group. By the restricted holonomy group, we refer to the group of parallel transports
along contractible loops. The restricted holonomy group is the connected component of the
full holonomy group. In analogy to the Lorentzian case, if the signature of the metric is
(p, q), one can show that these metrics have their restricted holonomy groups contained in
the Abelian normal subgroup Rp!1,q!1 in the group SO0(p ! 1, q ! 1) ! Rp!1,q!1, where
the latter is the stabilizer in SO0(p, q) of a null vector. In particular, if we denote by K the
line distribution given by Ka, then the vector bundle S := K$/K is flat with respect to the
connection "S

X [Y ] := ["XY ] for Y a section of K$.
For Lorentzian pp-waves, using their coordinate description, the conformal Fefferman–

Graham ambient metric and the tensor obstructing its existence is computed explicitly
in [12].

In the following, we will describe how pp-waves relate to pure radiation metrics. First,
we verify that pp-waves are pure radiation metrics with parallel rays spanned by the parallel
null vector field:

Proposition 3. Let g be a pseudo-Riemanian pp-wave metric with a parallel null vector Ka.
Then, g is a pure radiation metric, i.e. equations (8) and (9) are satisfied, and furthermore we
have

CabcdKa = 0 (19)

CabcdXaY b = 0 (20)

AcabXaY b = 0 (21)

for all Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka.

Proof. Since Ka is parallel and because of property (18), we get RabXa = 0 for all Xa

orthogonal to Ka. Hence, R a
a = 0 which implies PabXa = 0 and RabcdXaY b = CabcdXaY b for

6
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all Xa and Y a orthogonal to Ka. Then, the required equation (21) immediately follows from
identity (16) for the divergence of the Weyl tensor. Finally, as Ka is parallel, it follows

0 = RabcdKa

= CabcdKa + 2(gc[aPb]d + gd[bPa]c)Ka

= CabcdKa + 2KcPbd ! 2gcbPadKa + 2gdbPacKa ! 2KdPbc

= CabcdKa + 2KcPbd ! 2KdPbc,

which shows that CabcdKaXc = 0 for all Xc orthogonal to Ka. But this implies that
CabcdKa = 0. !

The following proposition shows that for pure radiation metrics with parallel rays, property
(18) implies that the rays contain a parallel null vector. Recall (5) which implies that a pure
radiation metric satisfies (18) for the curvature tensor if and only if it satisfies (20) for the
Weyl tensor.

Proposition 4. A pure radiation metric with parallel rays Ka that satisfies property (18), or the
equivalent property (20), admits a parallel null vector field in the direction of Ka and hence is
a pp-wave.

Proof. Assume that "aKb = faKb with a one-form fa. Then, locally Ka can be rescaled to a
parallel vector field if and only if fa is closed, i.e. iff "[a fb] = 0. Since

R d
abc Kc = "[a fb]Kd,

we have to show that R d
abc Kc = 0. Now (18) implies that

0 = R d
abc XaY bKc = R d

abc XaKb

for all Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka. Hence, the only possibly non-vanishing terms of R d
abc Kc

could be RabcdLaXbKcLd with La a vector transversal to K$ and Xb & K$. But since we have
pure radiation, also these terms vanish:

0 = RabXaLb = RcabdLcXaLbKd .

Indeed, if (K, L, E1, . . . , En!2) is a basis with K$ spanned by (K, E1, . . . , En!2), L$ is spanned
by (L, E1, . . . , En!2) and such that g(K, L) = 1 and g(Ei, Ej) = ±%i j, we have

0 = Ric(Y, L) = R(L,Y, K, L) +
n!2%

i=1

&iR(Ei,Y, Ei, L) = R(L,Y, K, L).

Here, Ric(., .) denotes the Ricci tensor and R(., ., ., .) the (4, 0)-curvature tensor. !

We also have the following proposition.

Proposition 5. Let (M, g) be the pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2 with a
parallel null vector field Ka, i.e. with "aKb = 0, satisfying (20) for the Weyl tensor. Then, g is
a pure radiation metric aligned with Ka and hence a pp-wave.

Proof. First we show that g has a vanishing scalar curvature R = 0. Since Ka is parallel, we
have that RabKa = 0 and RabcdKa = 0. Because of property (20), with the same notation and

7
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same basis (K, L, E1, . . . , En!2) as in the proof of the previous proposition, we get for the
scalar curvature

R =
n!2%

i, j=1

&i& jR(Ei, Ej, Ei, Ej)

= 2(n ! 3)

n!2%

i=1

P&i(Ei, Ei)

= 2(n ! 3) (tr(P) ! P(K, L))

= 2(n ! 3)

!
R

2(n ! 1)
+ R

(n ! 1)(n ! 2)
g(K, L)

"

= n(n ! 3)

(n ! 1)(n ! 2)
R,

which shows that R = 0. Next, we verify that the metric is a pure radiation metric. For X & K$

and V & T M, since K is parallel and the Weyl tensor satisfies (20), we get

Ric(X,V ) =
n!2%

i=1

&iR(Ei, X, Ei,V )

= (n ! 2)P(X,V ) !
n!2%

i=1

&i(g(Ei, X )P(Ei,V ) + g(V, Ei)P(X, Ei)),

in which we have used for the last equality that R = 0. Hence, we get

0 =
n!2%

i=1

&i(g(Ei, X )P(Ei,V ) + g(V, Ei)P(X, Ei)) = 2P(X,V ) ! g(K,V )P(L, X ),

which shows that P(X,V ) = 0. Hence, g is a pure radiation metric and thus, by (5),
a pp-wave. !

From theorem 1, we get the following obstruction for the existence of a pp-wave metric
in a conformal class.

Corollary 1. Let g be a metric that is conformal to a pp-wave metric with a parallel null vector
Ka. Then, in addition to properties (14) and (15), for the Weyl and Cotton tensors of g we have
equations (19), (20) and (21).

Proof. Let ĝ = e2#g be a pp-wave metric with a parallel null vector Ka. First, note that the
rays spanned by Ka and its orthogonal complement are conformally invariantly defined. Both
are parallel with respect to "̂ but not parallel for ".

By proposition 3, we have that ĈabcdKa = 0 and ĈabcdXaY b = 0 for all Xa and Y b

orthogonal to Ka. The conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor then implies equations (19)
and (20).

In order to derive equation (21), we apply theorem 1. The Bianchi identity for the Cotton
and Weyl tensors together with (14) for Xa and Y b orthogonal to Ka gives

0 = (Aabc + Abca + Acab)XbY c

= AabcXbXc ! C d
acb #dXbY c ! C d

bac #dXbY c

= AabcXbXc +
#
C d

cba + C d
bac

$
#dXbY c ! C d

bac #dXbY c.

Then, (20) is C d
bca XbY c = 0 and implies the required equation (21). !
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4. Conformal standard tractors

An invariant way of describing the geometry of a conformal manifold (M, [g]) is provided
by the normal conformal Cartan connection ' (refer to [10, 2, 6] or to the survey [3] for
details of the following). For example, ' detects local Einstein metrics in the conformal class,
which correspond to covariantly constant sections with respect to '. Now we will establish
a condition on ' that is equivalent to the existence of a local pure radiation metric in the
conformal class.

The normal conformal Cartan connection is defined uniquely by the conformal class [g]
and defined by the following data. Let (p, q) be the signature of the conformal class and
P ' SO0(p + 1, q + 1) the stabilizer in SO0(p + 1, q + 1) of a null line I. Then, ' is a Cartan
connection with values in so(p + 1, q + 1) on a principal P-bundle P , the Cartan bundle.
Furthermore, it satisfies a normalization condition that makes it unique. As a Cartan connection,
' defines an invariant absolute parallelism and hence gives no horizontal distribution in TP .
In order to use the usual principle fibre bundle formalism, one extends the Cartan bundle to a
bundle P with the structure group SO0(p + 1, q + 1) via P = P (P SO0(p + 1, q + 1) on
which the Cartan connection ' extends to a principle fibre bundle connection '.

By associating the standard representation Rp+1,q+1 of SO(p+ 1, q + 1) to P we obtain a
vector bundle T of rank p + q + 2, called the standard tractor bundle. T is equipped with the
covariant derivative " induced by w. Since ' is an so(p + 1, q + 1)-connection, there is an
invariant metric h on T . The triple (T ,", h) is called the normal conformal standard tractor
bundle.

Let I ' Rp+1,q+1 be the null line defining P, i.e. P is the stabilizer group of I. Then,
corresponding to the filtration I ' I$ ' Rp+1,q+1, there is a bundle filtration of the tractor
bundle

I ' I$ ' T

into a null line bundle and its orthogonal hyperplane bundle, w.r.t. the tractor metric. Then, the
projection p : P ) P0 of the Cartan bundle onto the bundle of conformal frames P0 defines
the following projection:

prT M : I$ = P (P I$ ) I$/I * T M * P0 (CO0(p,q) (I$/I)

[$, v] +) [$, [v]] +) [p($), [v]]

in an invariant way. Via this projection, the tractor metric defines the conformal structure.
Every metric g in the conformal class [g] induces a splitting

(T , h) * R , T M , R,

where each R denotes the trivial line bundle M ( R. Changing the metric in the conformal
class, ĝab = e2#gab, this splitting transforms via

&

'
(̂

X̂a

)̂

(

) =

&

'
( ! #aXa ! 1

2)#b#b

Xa + ) #a

)

(

). (22)

In every such splitting, the line bundle I is spanned by

IA :=

&

'
1
0
0

(

),

9
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where capital indices range in 0, 1, . . . , n, n+1, with n the dimension of M. The bundle metric
h of signature (p + 1, q + 1) on T is given by

h

&

'

&

'
(

Xa

)

(

) ,

&

'
*

Y b

+

(

)

(

) = )* + (+ + gabXaY b.

Hence, I$ is given by tractors of the form&

'
(

Xa

0

(

)

with tangent vectors Xa, and that the projection prT M is invariantly given as

prT M : I$ -

&

'
(

Xa

0

(

) +) Xa & T M.

In a splitting defined by a metric gab, the tractor connection " is given by the following
formula:

"a

*
(

Xb

)

+

=

&

'
"a( ! PabXb

"aXb + (%b
a + )P b

a
"a) ! gabXb

(

), (23)

where " is the Lévi-Cività connection and P the Schouten tensor of the metric g. The curvature
of this connection is given as

Rab

*
(

Xc

)

+

=

&

'
!AdabXd

)Ac
ab + C c

ab dXd

0

(

). (24)

It is a well known fact that covariantly constant sections of " are in one-to-one correspondence
with local Einstein metrics on an open and dense subset of M. In fact, XB =

,
(
Xb
)

-
is

covariantly constant for " if and only if )!2g is an Einstein metric on the open and dense
complement of the zero set of ) = XAIA. Indeed, XB is parallel if and only if Xb = "b) and
"a"b) + )Pab + (gab = 0, where the latter is equivalent to )!2g being an Einstein metric
outside the zero set of ) . Furthermore, applying the tractor curvature Rab to a parallel tractor
XB, we get the integrability conditions RabXC = 0, i.e. for Xc = "c) we get

Ac
abXc = 0

)Acab + C d
abc Xd = 0.

Setting ) = e!# , we get Xa = !)#a with #a = "a# and obtain

Acab ! C d
abc #d = 0,

as one of the integrability conditions that were derived in [9].

5. Tractorial characterization of aligned pure radiation metrics

Now we will describe the situation in which the normal conformal tractor holonomy admits
an invariant plane. The case when the plane is non-degenerate implies that the conformal class
contains a product of Einstein metrics with related Einstein constants (see [1] for Riemannian
conformal classes and related results in the unpublished parts of [13] for arbitrary signature).
Here we will deal with the case that the null plane is totally null in arbitrary signature. The
following theorem is a generalization to arbitrary signature of the corresponding result for
Lorentzian conformal classes which we proved in [11].

10
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Theorem 2. Let (M, [g]) be a pseudo-Riemannian conformal manifold of dimension n > 2.
Then, the normal conformal Cartan connection admits a parallel totally null plane if and only
if, on an open and dense subset of M, there is an aligned pure radiation metric gab in the
conformal class [g].

Proof. Let T be the normal conformal tractor bundle. First, we prove

Lemma 1. Given a bundle of null lines in T M spanned by Ka and a metric gab in the conformal
class, the following statements are equivalent:

(i) gab is a pure radiation metric with parallel rays spanned by Ka,
(ii) w.r.t. the splitting of T = R , T M , R given by gab, the plane bundle H spanned by

KA =

&

'
0

Ka

0

(

) and JA =

&

'
0
0
1

(

) (25)

is parallel for the tractor connection.

Proof. Since the tractor connection preserves the metric, H is parallel if and only if

H$ =

.
/

0

&

'
0

Xb

)

(

) | KaXa = 0, ) & R

1
2

3

is parallel. By pairing with KA and JA we get that H$ being parallel is equivalent to

PabXb = 0 and
#
"aXb ! )P b

a

$
Kb = 0,

which is equivalent to RabXb = 0 and "aKb = faKb. !

The ‘if’-statement of the theorem follows immediately from the lemma: if gab is an aligned
pure radiation metric in the conformal class, we split the tractor bundle with respect to gab and
get a parallel null plane H for the tractor connection as in (25).

Now we show the ‘only if’-statement in the theorem. Assume that H is a null plane bundle
that is parallel for the tractor connection. We have to find a null vector Ka and a metric in the
conformal class such that H is spanned by KA and JA as in (25). First, using that H is parallel
and some basic linear algebra, we will define the null line. Let I ' T be the null line bundle
defined by the conformal structure. Then, we define

L := I$ . H = {XA & H | XAIA = 0},
a subbundle of H. We have

Lemma 2. L is a null line bundle and, over an open and dense subset of M, its invariant
projection prT M(L) is not zero.

Proof. As H is a bundle of 2-planes, for dimensional reasons we have L %= {0}. Hence, the
rank of L is either one or two. Then, we fix some metric in the conformal class and w.r.t. the
induced splitting T = R , T M , R of the tractor bundle we get

L =

.
/

0LA =

&

'
(

La

0

(

) = (IA + La & H

1
2

3.

11
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If L had rank 2 over an open set U , we would get H|U ' (R , T M)|U = I$|U . Hence, with
H being parallel, the tractor derivative of every LA & H|U is again in H|U and hence in I.
Differentiating in any direction using formula (23), over U we get

0 = "bLAIA = !gbaLa.

But this means that La = 0 which excludes then the rank of L|U being 2. Hence, there is no
open set over which L has rank 2. Therefore, it must have rank 1 over all of M and hence L is
a line bundle.

Furthermore, assume that prT ML{0} over an open set U of M. Then, over U , every section
of L would be of the form (IA with ( & C/(U ). Differentiating yields

"b((IA) = "b(IA + ("bIA = "b(IA + (% a
b .

Since L ' H we get that "b((IA) = "b(IA + (% a
b is again in H because H was parallel.

Since U was open, we can differentiate in any direction of T M, which yields a contradiction
to H being a plane. !

The lemma shows that over an open and dense subset of M, we can define a line bundle
in T M as

L := prT ML

in an invariant way. In the following, we will restrict our computations to this open and dense
subset without explicitly mentioning it again. Since H and hence L were totally null, L is
a bundle of null lines. Also, its orthogonal complement, L$ ' T M, is given as a projection
from T .

Lemma 3. The orthogonal complement of L satisfies L$ = prT M(L$ . I$).

Proof. Let L be spanned locally by IA +Ka with a null vector field Ka. If (IA +Xa & L$ .I$,
then XbKb = 0, i.e. prT M(L$ . I$) ' L$. On the other hand, if Xa & L$, then
IA + Xa & L$ . I$. !

Next, we prove

Lemma 4. L$ = H$ , I.

Proof. First note that L$ contains IA. On the other hand, L ' H gives H$ ' L$. Recalling
that L = H . I$ is a line in the plane H shows that there is an element XA & H such that
XAIA = 1. This implies H$ . I = {0} and counting dimensions completes the proof. !

Then, lemmas 3 and 4 imply that

L$ = prT M(H$ . I$), (26)

which provides us with

Lemma 5. The hyperplane bundle L$ ' T M is integrable.

Proof. Let Xa and Y b be two local sections of L$ such that XaY a = 0. Then, there is a smooth
function ( such that (Ia + Y b & H$ . I$ ' H$. Since H$ is parallel, we get that

Xa"a

&

'
(

Y b

0

(

) =

&

'
Xa("a( ! PabY b)

Xa"aY b + (Xb

0

(

) & ,(H$ . I$).

12
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By (26), this shows that Xa"aY B & ,(L$) for Xa,Y b & ,(L$) orthogonal to each other. By
fixing a basis of L$ that consists of mutually orthogonal vectors, the vanishing of the torsion
of " implies that L$ is integrable. !

Hence, so far, given the parallel plane distributionH in T , we have invariantly constructed
a null line bundle L in T M such that the L$ is integrable.

The integrability of L$ allows us to define a second fundamental form for L$ in the
following way. From now on, we fix a null vector field Ka spanning L and define a bilinear
form on L$ by

-ab := "aKcgcb|L$(L$ .

Since L$ is integrable, -K is symmetric. We define the trace of -K as

H := gab-i jEa
i Eb

i & C/(M),

where Ea
1 , . . . , Ea

n!2 are linearly independent in L$ and i, j range over 1, . . . , n ! 2. Since
Ka-ab = 0, this is independent of the chosen Ea

i ’s. Now we claim that there is a metric
ĝab = e2#gab in the conformal class such that the corresponding function Ĥ is zero. To this
end, we note that the transformation formula for -̂ is given by

XaY b-̂ab = XaY b"aĝcbKc = e2# (-ab + Kc#cgab) XaY b

for Xa,Y b & L$. Hence,

Ĥ = e2# (H + (n ! 2)Ka#a).

Now the differential equation

Ka#a = H
n ! 2

has a solution # , which ensures that we can chose ĝab such that Ĥ # 0. Finally, to conclude
the proof, we fix this metric, omit the hat and split the tractor bundle with respect to the new
metric. Now let (IA + Ka be an arbitrary section of L. Since H is parallel, differentiating in
the direction Y b & L$ yields that

Y b"b

&

'
(

Ka

0

(

) =

&

'
Y b"b( ! PabY bKa

Y b"bKa + (Y a

0

(

)

is not only a section of H, but also of L since the last component vanishes. This means that
Y b"bKa + (Y a is in L which implies that

-abY aY b + (gabY aY b = 0

for all Y a & L$. Taking the trace H = 0 gives 0 = ((n ! 2), which results in L = R ·
,

0
K
0

-
.

This, on the other hand, means the parallel null plane H is given by

H =

.
/

0

&

'
0
X
)

(

) | X & L, ) & R

1
2

3.

But this was equivalent to properties (6) and (4). !

Remark 2. This tractorial characterization in theorem 2 yields integrability conditions in terms
of the tractor curvature, which, on the other hand, imply exactly the obstructions (13) and (14)
for the existence of an aligned pure radiation metric in a conformal class given in theorem 1.
Indeed, when splitting the tractor bundle with respect to the aligned pure radiation metric

13
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gab in the conformal class, the parallel null plane bundle H contains KB =
,

0
Kb

0

-
and H$

contains XB =
,

0
Xb

0

-
with Xb orthogonal to Ka. Hence, with respect to a splitting in another

metric ĝab = e2#gab, using formula (22), KB and XB are given as

KB =

&

'
#aKa

Kb

0

(

), XB =

&

'
#aXa

Xb

0

(

),

and still contained in H and H$, respectively. Hence, since H is parallel and thus invariant
under the tractor curvature, applying the tractor curvature to KB yields a tractor that is again
contained in H. Pairing RabCDKC with XD and using (24), this implies that

0 = RabCDKCXD = CabcdKcXd

for all Xd orthogonal to Kc, which is equation (13). On the other hand, we have seen that H
also contains the section JA =

,
0
0
1

-
, when splitting the tractor bundle with the aligned pure

radiation metric gab. In another metric ĝab = e2#gab, again using (22), JA is given as

JA =

&

'
! 1

2#b#b

#a

1

(

).

Since H$ is parallel and thus curvature invariant, pairing RabCDXC with JD yields

0 = RabCDXCJD = !AdabXd + C d
ab cXc#d,

in which we have used formula (24) for the tractor curvature. But this is equation (14) of
theorem 1.

Finally, from theorem 2, we get a characterization of conformal pp-waves that is based
on their characterization as pure radiation metrics in proposition 3.

Corollary 2. Let (M, [g]) be a pseudo-Riemannian conformal manifold of dimension n > 2.
Then, on an open and dense subset of M, [g] contains a pp-wave metric if and only if the
normal conformal Cartan connection admits a parallel totally null plane subbundle H and
the tractor curvature R satisfies

RabCDXCY D = 0 (27)

for all XC and Y D orthogonal to H.

Proof. If g is a pp-wave in the conformal class, then by proposition 3 it is an aligned pure
radiation metric, and hence, by theorem 2 defines a parallel plane distribution in the tractor
bundle. Using the pp-wave metric to split the tractor bundle, we have seen in the proof of the
theorem that

H$ =

.
/

0XB =

&

'
0

Xb

)

(

) | KaXa = 0, ) & R

1
2

3.

Hence, for XC =
,

0
Xc

)

-
and Y D =

,
0

Y d

.

-
from H$ with Xc and Y d orthogonal to Ka, formula

(24) for the tractor curvature yields

R
D

abC XCYD = !.AdabXd + )Ac
abYc + C c

ab dXdYc = 0, (28)

because of propositions 1 and 3.

14
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On the other hand, by theorem 2 the existence of the parallel plane distribution yields
an aligned pure radiation metric g in the conformal class. With this metric as a gauge, the
curvature condition (27) then spells out as equation (28). Now, since g is an aligned pure
radiation metric, by proposition 1 we have that the first two terms in (28) vanish and we are
left with

C c
ab dXdYc = 0

for all Xd and Y c orthogonal to Ka. Then, from proposition 4 we know that g is indeed a
pp-wave. !
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